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Institute of law Nirma University is a premier institute in the field of
legal education, which has opened up the avenues of not only a
brighter future for aspiring lawyers but has also equipped them with
much more than just knowledge about law. The institute has played
an instrumental role in holistic development of the students as each
student gets an opportunity to hone their skills and discover their
true potentials by participating in the plethora of activities the
institute conducts. Fierce Moot court competitions, active debating
society and rising ADR culture bring out the best in the students.
The institute has various laurels to its name which exhume the
stature and respect it has gained since its establishment in 200.

 

 ABOUT ILNU

The institute has been an understanding host and a supportive
partner for various national and international law schools as it
believes that fraternity in the field of law is the way ahead for
contemporary India.
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The Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee (ADRC) was constituted as an
extended arm of the Academic Committee to promote interest in ADR methods
given its current relevance to the legal profession. The Committee was
established in 2016 as an initiative to develop a culture of ADR in ILNU that
enables skill-development and helps us compete at the national and
international level. The Committee is particularly oriented to ensure
professional competence among the budding lawyers, inculcating Negotiation
and Mediation skills. In pursuance of the same, the committee focuses on
conducting various workshops, seminars and mentorship programs for
promoting ADR skills in all the students.

 ABOUT ADRC 
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2nd International Mediation Competition (IMC) is
a step taken by Institute of Law, Nirma University
towards acting as facilitator in increasing the ADR
Culture among aspiring lawyers. The competition
seeks to provide a prodigious experience which
will amplify the interests of young minds in this
niche practice of law. The competition will help
students brainstorm probable solutions for a near
to reality challenge while providing them the
comfort of choosing their roles as per their
preferences. It therefore tries to break the
monotony of theory-based learning and helps the
students put their knowledge and skills to use.
Our collaborators provide a buttress to our efforts
as we tend to work in a harmonious manner in
order to help each participating student achieve
his/her true potential. We look forward to hosting
you!
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Provisional Registration open:                                 25th Jan

Provisional Registration close:                                  5th Feb

Announcement of shortlisted teams:                    6th Feb                   

Final registration :                                                          12th Feb 

Release of problems:                                                    20th Feb

Last date to submit clarification:                            23rd Feb                 

Release of clarifications:                                             26th Feb

Training session for participants :                    10thMarch

Opening Ceremony and

Quarter Finals and Semi-Finals Rounds:      12th March

Final round and Valedictory ceremony:        13th March                

          Preliminary round :                                                 11thMarch 

SCHEDULE 
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ELIGIBILITY

Students must be enrolled in five-year integrated undergraduate law
programme or any other  form of Bachelor’s degree in law (LLB, BCL, JD
or equivalent). Students with practical experience of mediation outside
their university are not eligible to participate as  mediator or a
negotiator.

TEAM COMPOSITION

Each team shall comprise of  3 students- 1 mediator, 1
client and 1 counsel.

The roles of the students shall remain the same
throughout the rounds.

Each round will include co-mediators from other
institutes. 

No mediator will mediate for their own institute in
any round.

.
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The three members of the team should be divided into the following two
sub-teams - a Negotiating Team, comprising two members who shall
play the roles of client and counsel, and a single Mediator.

The Negotiating Teams and Mediators from each University would
compete separately, and breaks too would be separate. Each round shall
therefore be a mediated negotiation, with two negotiating teams and
two mediators.

There shall be one preliminary round followed by quarter finals,semi-
finals, and finals. Each University can send only one team consisting of
three members. The team should be divided into the following two sub-
teams - a Negotiating Team, comprising two members who shall play
the roles of client and counsel, and a single Mediator.

Rs. 4500 -  Indian Teams 
USD 65 -     Foreign Teams
The interested universities need to provisionally register

themselves through the link by  05 FEB 2022 (11:59PM).

FORMAT

REGISTRATION FEES
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The awards for the competition are:

a) Winning  Negotiating Team
b) Runner up Negotiating Team
c) Winning Mediator 
d) Runner up Mediator
 

 AWARDS 
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There are exiting cash prizes for the winners



adrc.il@nirmauni.ac.in

Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee, ILNU

@adrc.ilnu

Divyansh Bhargava
(Chairperson, Convenor)

(+91) 8949-935056

Nancy Patel
(Secretary,  Co-Convenor)

(+91) 93288-46939

Contact Information:

In case of any queries pertaining to the rule or procedure of the
competition, kindly contact via the information provided below.

Disclaimer:
The dates, schedules and details pertaining to the tournament are tentative
in nature and subject to change. In case of any change, the details shall be
communicated by the organising committee. Kindly follow our social media
handles for timely updates.


